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Three techniques that use carrier information from multiple antennas to enhance
carrier acquisition and tracking are presented. These techniques in combination
with baseband combining are analyzed and simulated for residual and suppressed-
carrier modulation. It is shown that the carrier arraying using a single carrier loop
technique can acquire and track the carrier even when any single antenna in the
array cannot do so by itself. The carrier aiding and carrier arraying using multiple
carrier loop techniques, on the other hand, are shown to lock on the carrier only
when one of the array elements has sufficient margin to acquire the carrier on its
own.
I. Introduction
Combining or arraying signals from multiple antennas has the advantage of increasing the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the received signal. For example, it is well known [1] that ideally the SNR of
the combined signal is the sum of the SNRs corresponding to the individual antennas. Practically, the
achievable gain depends on the type of scheme being implemented as well as on the characteristics of the
received signal. This article is mainly concerned with three similar techniques that first use information
from multiple antennas to acquire and track the carrier, and then use baseband combining (BBC) [2]
on the carrier demodulated signals to demodulate the subcarrier and detect the symbols. The three
techniques, which work in conjunction with BBC, are carrier arraying using a single carrier loop, carrier
arraying using multiple carrier loops, and carrier aiding. As will be shown shortly, the second and third
techniques are usable for both residual and suppressed-carrier modulation. The carrier arraying with a
single carrier loop followed by the baseband combining technique, however, is not practical for suppressed-
carrier modulation. Practical implementations that demodulate an arrayed suppressed-carrier signal
using a single carrier loop are the full-spectrum combining and/or complex symbol combining techniques
described in [3].
The main difference between the techniques under consideration is that the first, carrier arraying using
a single carrier loop, does not require any single antenna in the array to acquire and track the carrier by
itself. The other two techniques, on the other hand, require at least one antenna in the array to lock the
carrier on its own. The use of these techniques is best illustrated through an example. Consider an array
of one 70-m and two standard (STD) 34-m antennas operating at S-band frequencies (2.2-2.3 GHz) [4].
A typical radio frequency spectrum of the received signal is shown in Fig. 1 in the absence of noise.
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Fig. 1. PCM/PSK/PM square-wave subcarrier signal model.
Assume that PT/No, the ratio of the total received power to the one-sided noise power spectral density
(PSD) level, at the 70-m is 15 dB-Hz; the modulation index is 58 deg, and the symbol rate is 20 symbols
per second (sps). Then, since the ratio of PT/No at the STD 34-m to that at the 70-m is _ = 0.17 [1],
the (PT/No)34-,_ = 7.3 dB-Hz. (The ratios of PT/No of typical 34-m antennas in the DSN to the PT/No
of the 70-m are shown in Table 1.) The corresponding Pc No are 9.5 dB-Hz for the 70-m and 1.8 dB-Hz
for the 34-m. For this scenario, suppose that the minimum bandwidth required to track the carrier is
1 Hz, and the minimum loop SNR needed to reliably track the residual carrier is 7 dB [5]. Then the
70-m antenna with a carrier loop SNR of 9.5 dB can acquire the carrier, but the two 34-m antennas with
loop SNRs of 1.8 dB are unable to do so. Applying the techniques described in this article, however, still
enables us to make use of the information at the smaller antennas.
Table 1. Gamma factors for DSN antennas.
Antenna size Frequency band %
70-m S-band 1.00
34-m STD S-band 0,17
34-m HEF S-band 0.07
70-m X-band 1.00
34-m STD X-band 0.13
34-m HEF X-band 0.26
Let us discuss the techniques one at a time. Carrier aiding is shown in Fig. 2. Here the 70-m (or master)
antenna in the array first locks the carrier and then passes its reference to the other (34-m) antennas. At
the 34-m antenna, the received signM is first delayed to time align it with the 70-m signal, then open-loop
downconverted to baseband using the 70-m reference, and subsequently coherently demodulated using a
baseband phase-locked loop (PLL). (Note that we arbitrarily assume the signal at the 34-m antenna to be
delayed relative to the 70-m antenna.) When the antennas in the array are colocated, the baseband PLLs
can operate at bemdwidths much narrower than otherwise possible, because most of the signal dynamics
are removed by the master reference signal in the downconversion to baseband. In the case of the example
given, the baseband PLL would be able to use a bandwidth much narrower than 1 Hz, because it must
only track the residual Doppler between the 70-m antenna and 34-m antennas. The narrow bandwidth
results in an increased loop SNR, which allows the 34-m antennas to lock the carrier. In this example,
if the modulation index were changed to 90 deg so that the carrier is fully suppressed, the technique in
Fig. 2 could still be used by using a Costas loop instead of a PLL to track the carrier.
Note that carrier aiding is only useful when at least one antenna is able to acquire the carrier on its
own. If this requirement is not met, a different technique, such as carrier arraying using a single carrier
loop, is needed. We begin with the implementation shown in Fig. 3. Here the time-aligned residual carrier
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Fig. 3. CA/single PLL: system overview.
component at each antenna is filtered and transmitted to a central location, phase aligned, combined, and
input to a single carrier loop. As a result, for a given bandwidth, the loop will lock the carrier provided the
combined signal has sufficient Pc No. Ideally, the combined Pc No is the sum of Pc No at the individual
antennas. Consider the same scenario as before but with the 70-m antenna replaced by two additional
34-m STD antennas. Under this scenario, carrier aiding cannot be implemented using a 1-Hz loop, as
none of the four 34-m antennas has sufficient Pc No to lock the carrier. However, carrier arraying using
a single PLL with a 1-Hz bandwidth can be implemented since the combined Pc No of the four 34-m
antennas is 7.8 dB-Hz. When there is no residual component at f = fc in Fig. 1, the implementation
shown in Fig. 3 cannot be used without modification. The simplest way to handle this case would be to
widen the bandwidth of the bandpass filter (BPF) in Fig. 3 so that it passes the first N harmonics of
the telemetry signal. The harmonics from each antenna would then be transmitted to a central location,
aligned, combined, and tracked by replacing the PLL in Fig. 3 with a Costas loop. Note that the modified
implementation is impractical because it requires the signal to be combined twice: first, as just described,
for carrier tracking and then for baseband demodulation. A more practical implementation along these
lines is full-spectrum combining (FSC) [3], where the signal is combined at IF and then tracked using a
single receiver. An altogether different approach that also uses a single carrier loop but multiple subcarrier
and symbol loops is complex symbol combining (CSC) [3].
Finally, we turn to the carrier-arraying with multiple PLLs technique shown in Fig. 4. As will shortly
be shown, this technique can be viewed as a hybrid of the techniques in Figs. 2 and 3. Here, as in
Fig. 2, the received signal at each antenna (except the master) is first downconverted to baseband using
the master antenna carrier reference and coherently tracked using a baseband PLL. As before, due to
rate aiding by the master, the baseband PLL operates at narrower bandwidths and a higher loop SNR than
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in the absence of rate aiding. However, now the master antenna also benefits, because the error signal
from each of the other antennas is added to its error signal. Hence, when all the loops are tracking, the
master PLL also operates at a loop SNR that is improved. In the upper limit, when all the error signals
add coherently, the loop SNR of the master is equal to the ideal loop SNR of the carrier-arraying with
the single PLL technique in Fig. 3. In practice, we can expect the performance of this scheme to be
better than carrier aiding but not as good as carrier-arraying with a single PLL. Note that if the master
cannot acquire the signal on its own, it cannot rate aid the other antennas, and this scheme is unusable.
In the examples considered earlier, this technique would work well for an array of one 70-m and two STD
34-m antennas, but would not be implementable for an array of four STD 34-m antennas that cannot
lock individually. This scheme can be used for suppressed-carrier modulation by replacing the PLL with
the Costas loop.
In this article, the tracking performance of all three techniques is measured in terms of SNR degradation
and symbol SNR loss. Both performance measures have been explained in detail earlier [3]. Briefly, SNR
degradation is defined as the ratio of the SNR at the matched filter output in the presence of nonideal
synchronization to the SNR in the presence of ideal synchronization. Symbol SNR loss is defined as
the additional symbol SNR needed by a system with synchronization errors to achieve the same symbol
error rate (SER) as one with no synchronization errors. In the following sections, analytical expressions
are derived to describe the performances of carrier arraying using a single PLL and carrier aiding. The
performances of these systems were also obtained via simulations and seen to agree closely with the
theory. Performance for carrier arraying using multiple PLLs is obtained via simulation only.
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II. Single Receiver Performance
We begin with the performance of a single receiver, as it is the basis for the analysis of the schemes
in Figs. 1 through 3. In deep-space communications, the downlink symbols are first modulated onto
a square-wave subcarrier that, in turn, modulates an RF carrier [6]. As shown in Fig. 1, this has the
advantage of transmitting a residual carrier component whose frequency does not coincide with the data
spectrum. In general, the downlink deep-space signal can be represented as [6]
r(t) = 2V/_T sin [w¢t+ 5 d(t) Sqr(ws_t + Os_) + Oc] + n(t (1)
where PT is the total received power in watts (W), and wc and 0c are the carner angular frequency in
radians per second (tad/s) and phase in tad, respectively. The Sqr(wsct + 0so) = sgn(sin(wsct + Osc)) is
the square-wave subcarrier with angular frequency w_c rad/s and phase 0_c rad. The signum function
sgn (x) equals +1 when its argument is positive and -1 otherwise. The modulation index, 6, ranges from
0 to 7r/2. The carrier power Pc = PT cos 2 5, and the data power Po = PT sin 2 5. When 6 = 7r/2, the
signal is "suppressed-carrier" modulated. In this case, the downlink signal spectrum is as given in Fig. 1,
but without the residual carrier at f_. The symbol stream, d(t), is given by
oo
d(t) = d p(t - kT)
k_-oo
(2)
where dk is the +1 binary data for the kth symbol and T is the symbol period in seconds. The baseband
pulse, p(t), is unity in [0,T) and zero otherwise. The bandpass noise, n(t), can be written as
n(t) = v/2n_(t) cos(w_t) - v_n,(t) sin(w_t) (3)
where nc(t) and ns(t) are statistically independent, stationary, band-limited, white Gaussian low-pass
noise processes with one-sided PSD level No (W/Hz) and one-sided bandwidth Wn (Hz).
As shown in Fig. 5, the deep-space signal is demodulated using a receiving chain consisting of a carrier-
tracking loop, a subcarrier-tracking loop, and a symbol-synchronizer loop. If 6 < 7r/2, a PLL is used for
carrier tracking. When 6 = 1r/2, however, carrier tracking is achieved using a Costas loop. Computation
of the degradation and loss begins with the expression for the soft symbols, vk, in Fig. 5. From [1,6],
vk = V/-P--DC¢C_ 1- dk + nk dk C dk-1 (4)
2 = No/(2T). The signal reduction functions Cc and Cscwhere the noise n k is Gaussian with variance an
are due to imperfect carrier and subcarrier synchronization and are given as [1,6]
C c --- cos (_c (5)
Csc = 1- 21¢_ct (6)
where ¢c and Csc denote the carrier and subcarrier phase tracking errors, respectively. The symbol timing
error, Csy, which affects the output only when there is a symbol transition (i.e., when dk 7£ dk+l), reduces
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Fig. 5. Single receiver: overview.
the signal amplitude by 1 - (lCsv[/_). Ideally, ¢c = Csc = Csv = 0 and Eq. (4) reduces to the familiar
matched filter output vk,ideal = vf-P--Ddk + nk, as expected. In writing Eq. (4), it is assumed that the
carrier, subcarrier, and symbol loop bandwidths are much smaller than the symbol rate so that the phase
errors ¢c, Csc, and Csv can be modeled as constant over several symbols.
Throughout this article, the density function of ¢c is assumed to be Tikhonov, z that is,
exp(pc cos ¢c)
2rio(pc)
Pc(Co) = exp((1/4)pc cos 2_bc)
7rIo((1/4)pc)
0
[¢c1 _ lr residual-carrier case
7r
I¢cl <- _ suppressed-carrier case
otherwise
(7)
where Ik(x) = 1/_ fo e=c°s° cos(kO)dO is the modified Bessel function of order k, and Pc is the carrier
loop SNR. From [7],
Pc/No )
B_
1 -1
P_= o/ 1+
Bc
residual-carrier case
suppressed-carrier case
(s)
where the symbol SNR Es/No = PoT No and Bc Hz is the carrier loop bandwidth. The subcarrier and
symbol densities, Psc(¢sc) and Psv(¢su), are assumed to be Gaussian. Hence,
exp(-¢2/2a_) i = sc,sy (9)
p,(¢,) = _ '
2 is the reciprocal of the symbol loop
where a_c is the reciprocal of the subcarrier loop SNR, Psc, and a_y
SNR, p_v. The subcarrier [7] and symbol [8] loop SNRs are respectively given as
(10)
Psv - 2_2WsvB_u
(erf (_) -(Wsy/(2v/-_)) Y/_s/N°exp (-(Es/No)))2
(1+ (Es/No)(Wsv/2) - (Wsv/2) [(1/v _) exp (-(Es/No))+ _erf (_)]2)
(II)
x
iIt is assumed that the Costas loop locks at zero phase error.
transformation [6].
The lr lock point can be handled by an appropriate
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where erf(x) x 2
= (2/v_)f0 exp(-v )dv is the error function, and Bsc and Bsy (in Hz) denote the single-
sided subcarrier and symbol loop bandwidths, respectively. The parameters W_c and W_u , which denote
the subcarrier and symbol window, are unitless and limited to (0, 11.
A useful quantity needed to compute degradation and loss is the symbol SNR conditioned on ¢c, Cs_,
and ¢_y. The conditional symbol SNR, denoted by SSNR', is defined as the square of the conditional
mean of vk divided by the conditional variance of vk, i.e.,
SSNR' =
2PDT _2_2
_u_u';_ dk = dk-1
---_o C,'c(;;c 1 - dk ¢ dk-1
(12)
2
where (x/y) denotes the statistical expectation of x conditioned on y, and vk and a,_ are defined earlier.
A. Degradation
The symbol SNR degradation is defined as the symbol SNR at the matched filter output in the presence
of imperfect synchronization divided by the ideal matched filter output SNR. The nonideal symbol SNR,
denoted as SSNR, is found by first averaging Eq. (12) over the symbol transition probability and then
over the carrier, subcarrier, and symbol phases. It can be shown that [1]
2PDT--_ -- --
SSNR - -- u; CL C_yNo (13)
where the signal amplitude reduction due to symbol timing errors is denoted Csy and given as
27r (14)
for a transition probability of one-half. The average of the signal reduction functions is [1]
1
[ 1 + Io(P_)J
1 [ I1((1/4)pc)]
-_ 1 + Io((X/4)pc)J
-- _ 1 4 1
C_ = 1- V_-_v_ _ + r-_p___
I i_2.a I:____ I i
= - v _-v_P_y + 4:2 p%-_
residual-carrier case
suppressed-carrier case
(15)
(16)
(17)
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Ideally, when there are no phase errors (i.e., when Pc = Psc = Psv = oo), _c2 = _s2c = C--_v = 1 and
F_,q. (13) reduces to SSNRideal = 2PDT/No, as expected. The degradation, D, for a single antenna is
thus given by
( ssNR ------ (is)
D = 10log10 \SS--ff_d_at] = l°gl° C2 C2c C2y
Note that the degradation defined in this way is a negative number.
B. Loss
The SER for the single receiver in Fig. 5, denoted Ps(E), is defined as [2,3]
where f(') is the functional relationship between SER and V/_/No. The quantity P_(E) is the SER
conditioned on the phase errors ¢c, Ssc, and Csy. Following similar steps as in [9], the conditional SER
can be shown to be
1 (_/SSNR' when dk dk-1) (20)1 erfc (x/SSNR' when dk # dk-,) + _ erfc =P; ( E) = -_
where
2 f exp(_v2)dv = 1 - erf(x)erfc (x) =
x
(21)
is the complementary error function. Substituting Eq. (12) for SSNR' in Eq. (20) yields
( _)] 1 [Wf_oo ]1 [,/-_CcCsc 1 +_erfc CcC_P;(E) = -_ erfc IVNo
(22)
Ideally, when there are no timing errors, Eq. (19) reduces to the well-known binary phase shift keyed
(BPSK) error rate, P,(E) = 1/2 erfc (V/-_s/No).
Symbol SNR loss is defined as the additional symbol SNR needed in the presence of imperfect syn-
chronization to achieve the same SER as in the presence of perfect synchronization. Mathematically, the
SNR loss due to imperfect carrier, subcarrier, and symbol timing references is given in dB as
L = 20log [y-I(P_(E))] It,.,,-,.-,oo, sNal - 20log [f-l(ps(E))] I(..,_. ,oo. SN.1
(23)
where f(.) and P,(E) are as defined by Eq. (19). The first term in Eq. (23) is the value of Es/No required
at a given value of Ps(E) in the presence of perfect synchronization, whereas the second term is the value
of Es/No required for imperfect synchronization. Note that loss defined in this way is a negative number.
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III. Carrier Array Using a Single PLL
Carrier arraying using a single PLL followed by BBC is shown in Fig. 3. This scheme is similar to
the single receiver in that signal demodulation uses a single PLL, subcarrier loop, and symbol loop. Two
main differences, however, are (1) the IF residual carrier signals are combined so that the PLL operates
at a higher loop SNR than in the single receiver case, and (2) after carrier demodulation, the baseband
signals are also combined so the subcarrier and symbols operate at a higher loop SNR as well.
Due to different path lengths, the received signal at antenna i is delayed by r_ s relative to
antenna 1. After complex downconversion to an appropriate IF, the signal at antenna i can be rep-
resented as [1]
r_(t) = rl(t- Ti)
: V_T_ exp {j [w,t - wcr{l + 6d(t - T{) Sqr[wsc(t - T_) + 0_,] + 0_,]}
+ n_(t) exp {j [wit + 0_,]} (24)
where for an L-antenna array, i = 1, 2,..., L. The carrier phase of the ith signal is Oc,(t) = 0cl (t) + AO{(t)
where A0_ represents the differential Doppler between the signal i and the signal 1. (Antenna 1 has
arbitrarily been chosen as the reference antenna.) All other parameters in Eq. (24) are as defined in
Eq. (1), except for Wl, which denotes the carrier IF frequency. Here the noise hi(t) is a complex noise
process with a one-sided PSD level equal to 2N0 (W/Hz). As shown in Fig. 3, each IF signal is first
filtered to extract the carrier component and then transmitted to a central location where it is phase
aligned and combined with carrier signals from other antennas. The phase alignment and combining
algorithms are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Note that the combining algorithm here is almost identical to
that used for the full-spectrum combining technique described in [1,3], the difference being that here the
output of the bandpass filter in Fig. 3 is the residual carrier component, whereas in [1,3] it was the first
N harmonics of the telemetry signal. The filter output, rE, (t) in Fig. 6, is given as
rE, (t) : v/-P_c exp [j(w,t + Oc,)] + nF, (t) exp [j(wlt + 8c,)] (25)
for i = 1, • .-, L. Here Pc, is the received carrier power at antenna i, and the noise nF, (t) is a complex
bandpass Gaussian noise. The signals rF, (t) (i _ 1) are phase aligned with rF_ (t), scaled by the optimum
weighting factors [2,10], _ = (X/-_. N01)/( x/-p-_ N0_), and then combined. Combining the carrier signals
in this way maximizes the combining gain [10].
Let 0_1 = A0_ denote the phase difference between signal i and the reference signal before phase
alignment. Then the signal rF,(t) is aligned with the reference rFt(t) by rotating rF.(t) by e -j_'' for
i = 2,..-,L. The estimate [11], 0_1, is obtained using the algorithm in Fig. 7. Denote the phase
alignment error A¢_1 = 0,1 - 0il. Then the variance of A¢il is related to the SNR of the phase difference
estimator by [1,3,11]
where [11]
1
_¢'_ _ 2 SNR_I (26)
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(27)
The parameter Bco,.,. denotes the single-sided bandwidth of the BPF in Fig. 3, Too,.,.denotes the estimation
interval, and the ratio % = (Pc,/Pc1)(Nol/No=) is called the antenna gamma factor. These ratios are
shown in Table 1 for several DSN antennas operating in S-band or X-band (8.4-8.5 GHz).
The IF carrier signals after phase compensation, denoted Zc_ (t) in Fig. 6, are given as
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Zc, (t) = V/-_e j[w' t+o, (t)+A_,] (t)] + ni(t)e j[w't+0' (t)+A¢,_ (t)] (28)
The combined signal, Zc(t), obtained by taking the weighted sum of Zc, (t) is a complex tone plus noise.
Namely,
L
Zc(t) = Z fl, Zc,(t) (29)
/=1
Following the same steps as in [1,3], the power of the complex tone in Eq. (29) averaged over A¢i1 can
be shown to be
L L
PCcomb=Pc, Z
i=l 9=1
(30)
where Cij, the average signal reduction function due to phase misalignment between the signal i and the
signal j, is given as [1,3]
Ci j = { _ -(1/2)[a2Aoil +a2Ae'Jl] m _ 72 (31)
lD,=n
Similarly, the one-sided PSD level of the combined noise at the carrier loop input is given by [2]
L
2Noah = 2 No, Z 7i (32)
i=1
Referring to Fig. 6, the PLL input is formed by taking the real part of the combined signal Zc(t).
Consequently, the PLL loop SNR is given by
Pc.....,INo_,,
Pc - Bc
Pc, INo,
Be J (33)
where the bracketed term is the improvement in loop SNR due to arraying.
A. Carrier Demodulation
Since the PLL input is formed by aligning the phase of signals 2 through L with the phase of signal 1,
the PLL reference is tuned to signal 1 and can be used without modification to demodulate the carrier
at antenna 1. Carrier demodulation at antenna i (for i # 1), however, can be performed only after
aligning the phase of the PLL reference to that of the carrier at antenna i. That is, carrier demodulation
at antenna i is performed after rotating the PLL reference by ej&l. Also note that since the carrier
reference at all antennas is derived from a single carrier loop, the SNR degradation and loss due to
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imperfect carrier synchronization is the same for all antennas. That is, in the telemetry channel, the
carrier signal reduction function for antenna i, denoted by Cc_, is given by
Co, =cosec i= 1,2,.-.,L (34)
where a_c = 1 pc, and Pc is given by Eq. (33).
Assume that the baseband combiner in Fig. 3 perfectly time aligns the signals before combining
them; 2 then, following the same steps as in [1,11], it can be shown that the combined symbol stream at
the matched filter output can be written as
vk = x/PD, gcombCcCsc 1 I .__1 dk + nk dk # dk-1 (35)
where the conditional gain factor, denoted gcomb, is given by
L L L
n=l n=l m=l
(36)
2 Nodf/2T. Defining the conditionaland the noise nk is a Gaussian random variable with variance a n =
symbol SNR as before yields
2PDIT, ', C2C 2
tFcomb c sc 2
(';cornbC/ c (-/sc
(37)
where
L 2 LE.=_ _ + E.=, E L,o:,_._mC.m
"_" (38)Ccomb -_ L
En=l "_n
is the degradation due to imperfect phase alignment. The last equation is useful in computing the symbol
SNR degradation and SER loss as shown below.
B. Degradation
The SSNR degradation is defined as the ratio of the SSNR in the presence of imperfect phase alignment
and synchronization to the ideal SSNR (no phase errors). The degradation is obtained by computing the
SSNR in the presence of phase errors (averaging Eq. (37) over A¢il, ¢c, ¢_c, and ¢_y) and then dividing
= )) }-_=i=1%)" Hence,that result by the ideal SSNR (SSNP_deat ((2PDIT)/(Nm L
2 This assumption simplifies the analysis without affecting the relative performance of the schemes. Note that the uncom-
bined signals are not assumed to be perfectly phase aligned.
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L (39)7m)2
where Cnm is given by Eq. (31). The quantities C_, C_c , and C_u are given by Eqs. (15) through (17)
with the modification that the loop SNRs Pc, Psc, and Psy presented in Eqs. (8) through (11) are now
computed using the combined power-to-noise level, or Pc/No._II, which is found from Eqs. (30) and (32).
C. Loss
The SER for the array in Fig. 3 is computed using the same procedure as in the single receiver case.
Therefore, the SER is given by averaging the conditional SER over all the phase errors. Assuming that
the phase alignment errors, A¢_1, are independent for i = 1,-.-, L we have [3]
j
_c --00 --00 --00 --_X)
L-1
where AO= (A¢21,... ' ACL1) are the resulting L - 1 phase alignment errors. The AO are independent
and identically distributed Gaussian random variables with variance given by Eq. (26). The statistics of
the error processes ¢c, ¢_, and ¢_y were described earlier. After substituting Eq. (37) in Eq. (20), the
conditional SER becomes
P_(E) = _ erfc -_---_olCcombCcCsc 1 - + _ erfc -_olCcombCcCsc (41)
where Esl/Nol = PD1T/Nol is the symbol SNR at antenna 1. Ideally, when there is no combining and
the synchronization errors Ccomb = C¢ = Cs_ = 1 - [¢s_[/Tr = 1, the SER given in Eq. (40) reduces to
V/ N_ L Lthe well known BPSK symbol error rate, Ps(E) = 1/2 erfc ( E_I/ 01(_,_=1 7n)), where (_-]_n=l 7,_) is
the ideal combining gain. The SNR loss is given by Eq. (23) after using Eq. (40) for P_ (E).
D. Numerical Examples
The use of Eqs. (39) and (40) is illustrated here by computing the degradation and loss for the system
in Fig. 3 when L = 2 and 4.
1. Array of One 70-m and One STD 34-m Antenna. Consider again an array of one 70-m
and one STD 34-m antenna operating at S-band. Then from Table 1, with 71 = 1 and 72 = 0.17, the
ideal gain 10log10(71 ÷ 72) = 0.68 dB. The degradation to the ideal gain versus the 70-m symbol SNR
(E,I/Nol) is shown in Fig. 8 for a symbol rate of 200 sps and a modulation index of 70 deg. In Fig. 8,
the degradation for the end-to-end system in Fig. 3 is shown by the solid line and obtained by evaluating
Eq. (23). The degradation due to the individual components is shown by the broken lines. For example,
the degradation due to the carrier loop, shown by the top line (CA) in Fig. 8 is found by assuming that
all the other components in the array have ideal operation, that is, by evaluating Eq. (23) as follows:
Dl[sNn.,=p._=p.y=oo] : 10 log10 (42)
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Fig. 8. SSNR degradation for an array of two different antennas.
The second line from the top (SC) is the degradation due to the carrier and subcarrier, and the
bottom line (SY) is the carrier, subcarrier, and symbol or total degradation. The IF carrier combining
and baseband telemetry combining degradations are not shown individually because they are negligible.
Note that it was shown in [1] that the total degradation in dB is approximately equal to the sum of the
individual degradations. Results obtained by simulating the system in Fig. 3 are indicated by the circles.
SER curves needed to compute the loss are shown in Fig. 9. The bottom curve is the SER assuming an
array with ideal gain (0.68 dB). The SER for nonideal gain, Eq. (40), is shown by the curve in the middle.
Simulation results for a nonideal array are shown as circles. At the top is the nonideal performance for
a single 70-m antenna, Eq. (19). In the example, the conditional SNR, P'(E) in Eq. (40), is given by
Eq. (41) with
Cco,.b-'7_+'75+ 2'71'72cos(at51) (43)
'71 Jr '75 '71 Jr 72
where 71 = 1 and '72 = 0.17.
The degradation and loss for various SERs are given in Table 2. The second column in the table is
the symbol SNR needed (at antenna 1) for an ideal array to achieve the SER in column 1. The loss
in the third column is the additional SNR needed by a nonideal system to achieve the same SER as
an ideal one. For example, to achieve an SER of 10 -2, an ideal array requires that Es]/No] = 3.7 dB,
whereas a practical system would require that EsI/Nm = (3.7 + 0.5) dB. The degradation in the fourth
column is the reduction in the ideal SNR gain observed at the matched filter output. For instance, in
our two-antenna example, since the symbol SNR at the 70-m antenna is ideally equal to 3.7 dB, then the
observed or measured combined symbol SNR would be (3.7 + 0.68 - 0.5) dB.
2. Array of Four 34-m Antennas. Analytical and simulation results for the symbol SNR degra-
dation of an array of four 34-m STD antennas (i.e., L = 4 in Fig. 3) are shown in Fig. 10. In this
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Fig. 9. SER for an array of two different antennas.
Table 2. SNR loss versus SSNR degradation (array
of one 34-m STD and one 70-m antenna).
SER Esl/Yo1 Loss, dB Degradation, dB
10-1 -1.5 -1.3 -1.2
10-2 3.7 -0.5 -0.5
10-3 6.1 -0.4 -0.4
10-4 7.7 -0.3 -0.3
case, because all the antennas have the same efficiency and aperture, ?i = 1 for all i. The analytical
degradation is computed as before, using Eq. (39) with Ccomb given by Eq. (38) as follows:
1
Ccomb = I+ _{cos(A¢21) + cos(A¢31) + cos(A¢41)
+ COS(A¢31 - A¢21) + COS(A¢41 - A¢21) + COS(A¢41 -- A¢31) ] (44)
SER for this example is shown in Fig. 11. Curves are obtained for an array with ideal gain (10 log10(4 ) =
6 dB), nonideal gain [Eq. (40)], and a single receiver with nonideal synchronization [Eq. (19)]. Degradation
and loss for various SER values are tabulated in Table 3.
IV. Carrier Aiding
In carrier aiding, the "master antenna" is assumed to lock on the carrier and, subsequently, rate aid the
other antennas. As shown in Fig. 2, the received signal at antenna i = (2,. • •, L) is first downconverted
using the carrier reference from the master antenna and then tracked using a baseband PLL. If we assume
that all the elements in the array are colocated, the ith PLL can operate at much narrower bandwidths
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than in the absence of rate aiding, because it need only track the Doppler dynamics relative to the master
antenna. After carrier demodulation, the signals from each antenna are sent to a central location where
they are time delayed, weighted, combined, and then passed through a chain of subcarrier loop, symbol
loop, and matched filter. Degradation and loss for this scheme are derived as before. However, now the
degradation and loss are a function of the phase error of L carrier loops. Two quantities that are needed
to derive the performance of this system are the loop SNR of the ith carrier loop, Pc,, and the joint
probability density function of the carrier phase errors ¢c =(¢cl, ¢c2,'", eeL).
Table3. SNR loss versus SSNR degrsdatlon (array
of four 34-m STD antennas).
SER Esl/Nol Loss, dB Degradation, dB
10 -1 -6.9 -1.3 -1.3
10 -2 -1.7 -0.5 -0.5
10 -3 0.77 -0.4 -0.4
10-4 2.4 -0.35 -0.3
A. Derivations of Pc, and Joint Probability Density Function of (_c
Since the operation of the master PLL in Fig. 2 is unaffected by the PLLs at the other antennas,
its loop SNR, Pc,, is given by Eq. (8). The aided loop, on the other hand, is directly affected by the
performance of the master PLL, so its loop SNR can be expected to be related to the loop SNR (and
bandwidth) of the master antenna. For residual and suppressed-carrier modulation, the aided-loop loop
SNR, denoted Pc,, is shown in the Appendix, using Fokker-Planck, to be
pc = [_ + _1__L 2+4_1_+5_2 +3_3 ]-13pc_ 1 + 2(_,_+ _, ÷ _3i)+ _4 (45)
i
where, for residual carrier modulation, Pc, = (Pc,/No_)/Bc,, and, for suppressed-carrier modulation,
P'c, = (PD,/No_)/Bc, (1 ÷ (1/2Es,/No,)) -1. The parameter _1, denotes the ratio of the loop bandwidth
and is given by
_li Bcl
Be, (46)
Some insight into the last equation can be given by examining the relationship between the master and
aided loops in the following four cases: (1) Be, _ cx), Bc_ fixed, (2) Be, _ 0, Be, fixed, (3) Be, ---*0, Bc_
fixed, and (4) Bcl --* _o, Be, fixed. Note that cases (3) and (4) are of most interest because, in practice,
Be, << Bc_ and, equivalently, _1_ 7> 1.
Case (1): In the limit Bc, ---+co, the loop SNR Pc, _ O, as expected. Case (2): Recall that in our
model of the IF signals [see Eq. (24)], the phase at antenna i is given by t?i = 81 + A0il, where 01 is the
phase of the master antenna and A0_l is the phase at antenna i relative to antenna 1. If the master loop
is tracking, the phase input to the ith loop is ¢c_ + A0_I, where ¢c, is the tracking error at antenna 1.
Now suppose that the master loop is tracking 01 perfectly (i.e, ¢c, --* 0, or alternatively, Pc, --+ oo and
Be, --* 0); then intuitively we can expect the master loop not to degrade the tracking performance of the
aided loop. Letting Be, --* 0 in Eq. (45), we find that Pc, --* P'_,, which is independent of Pc,- Case (3):
As Be, --+ 0, Pc, _ Pc,, as shown in Fig. 12 for the case of a 70-m and a 34-m antenna. The broken line
in the figure is obtained by evaluating Eq. (45), whereas the circles represent simulation results for two
PLLs in cascade. One way to view this result is by letting the received phase at both antennas be the
same (i.e., A0_1 = 0 for i _ 1). Then, the input to the second loop is the noise process ¢c,. Intuitively,
we would not expect the second loop to be able to reduce the phase error or noise from the first loop.
Hence, it seems reasonable that even for loop bandwidths approaching zero, the loop SNR of the ith loop
can never be greater than Pc,. Case (4): The limit Be1 --+ c_ implies that loop 1 is not tracking the carrier
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and, therefore,the signalintothe cascaded loop isone mixed by an incoherentreference.Hence, inthis
case,we can expect the cascaded loop not to trackitsinput either.The inabilityofthe cascaded loop to
track the signalisshown in Fig. 13,where, in the limit,Pc2 approaches zero.From the above cases,we
can conclude that Pc__ Pcl.
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Next we turn to the derivation of P(¢cl, ¢c2,'", COL), which is needed to determine the SER and loss.
We begin with the derivation of P(¢c,, ¢c_). Note that, from 8_ = 81 + A8_I, it is clear that for i # 1, 0,
and 81 are not independent. Assuming that P(¢c_) is Thikonov distributed as in Eq. (7), the joint density
P(¢i, ¢1) is derived in the Appendix to be
(_)_Io(_,/4)Io(p_,/4)
residual-carrier case
suppressed-carrier case
(47)
where (_ = pc,/(1 - _2), and where the correlation coefficient, _]li, is shown in the Appendix to be
_P_ 1 + 2(_1, + _2i + _3) + _ (48)
Some insight into Eq. (47) can be given by once again considering the extreme cases when Be, --* 0 and
Bc, ---* oc. We have already seen that when Bc_ is fixed and Bc, ---*oc, then Pc, --* O. Hence, in this limit,
the loop is unable to track, and we can expect P(¢c,) to be uniformly distributed in the interval [-Tr, r]
for the residual-carrier case and in the interval [-(7r/2), _r/2] for the suppressed-carrier case, respectively.
It can be shown that
P(¢c,)JBc =_ ---- lim / p(¢c,,¢c,)d¢c,1 B¢ i "--*¢x)
¢c I
{1
7_
residual-carrier case
suppressed-carrier case
(49)
for both cases in Eq. (47). Similarly, it can be shown that when Bc_ is fixed and Bc ---*0, the density is
given as
p(¢c,)r.o,=0 = lim /
Bc i ---*0
{ exp[p_1cos(Co,)]
2-Io (Pc,)
exp[(pc,/4) cos(2¢c,)]
7rio(pc, 4)
residual-carrier case
suppressed-carrier case
(50)
Notice that the last equation is a function of the master-loop loop SNR Pc_, not Pc,. This is consistent
with our earlier result, where we concluded that the upper limit of the aided-loop loop SNR (i.e., as
Bc_ --_ 0) is equal to Pc_.
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The joint probability density function (pdf) P(¢cl, ¢c2,'", ¢cL) is found by applying Bayes Theorem,
namely,
p( ¢ct , _)ca, " " , ¢cL ) = P(¢c2 ,'", ¢cL 1¢c,)P(¢c, )
= P(¢c,)P(¢c_ 14)c_)P(¢c31¢c, )"" P(¢cL IdPcl)
[v(,c,,,c,)]
i=2
(51)
where p(¢c_) and p(_pc_, ¢c,) are given by Eqs. (7) and (47), respectively. The last equation simplifies to
its final form because P(¢c,/¢c,) and p(¢cj/¢c,) are independent for i _ j.
One more quantity needed to describe the performance of carrier aiding is the joint pdf of Cm and Cn
for m _ n and m, n ¢ 1. We start with the identity
p(¢c,.,¢c.) = f p(¢c_,_c,.,¢c.)d_bc_
¢cl
Using Eq. (51) for p(_cl,_bc,.,¢c.), we have
(52)
/ P(¢c_, ¢c..)P(¢cl, ¢c_ ) dec,p(¢c,.,, ¢c,,) = p(_bc_)
(b_ t
(53)
B. Performance of Carrier Aiding
Assuming as before that the time delay for each antenna is perfectly estimated, then following the
same steps as in [1,2], the samples of the combined signal at the output of the matched filter are given by
L
L
vk= _ (____1_iCc,)Csc (1 '_vl)dk +at:
(54)
where Cc, = cos(¢c,), and all other terms are as defined earlier. The symbol SNR conditioned on ¢c,,
Csc, and Csy is given from Eq. (12) as
2PD,T C C 2
comb sc 2
"-'_01 "01_J co m b _J s c
(55)
where
Ccom b --
[EL (56)
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1. Degradation. Proceeding as in Section III, the SSNR degradation for this case is determined by
averaging Eq. (55) over all the phase errors and then dividing the result with the ideal combined SNR.
Hence,
[ (L )]D 10log,0 _ Ern=l 3"rnCc.. "[- Zrn=l E_ "frn3"nCcm,c.= cicc.y (57)
where Cc2 is given by using the appropriate loop SNR in Eq. (15), and C28c and _ are as defined earlier.
The first moment of the joint carrier degradation, Ccm,_,, is defined as
- //C_.,,_,, = cos(¢c_) cos(Co. )P(¢c,., ¢c. )d¢cmd¢_.
¢c_ ¢c..
(58)
After substituting Eq. (53) for the joint pdf, we have the following equation that must be computed
numerically:
C_,, _ =,_ / / / cos(¢_,_)cos(¢c,) [P(¢_"¢_,,)P(¢_,'¢_,)] d¢cld¢_, d¢_.p(¢c,) (59)
Ideally, when there are no phase errors (i.e., when Pc, = Psc = Psy = co), C 2 = Cc _ c = C2c = C2u = 1
and Eq. (57) becomes zero, as expected, c......
2. Loss. The carrier-aiding SER for an L antenna array is defined as
_aIE)= S S S i''" J _#(E) x_I''c)PI+'Y)X "(+cI'+'i'''''+CL)id+c'+'Y'+8c
¢'_ ¢"'_ ¢,14),2 ¢'L
(60)
where dec -- d¢c_d¢c2.., d¢cL. The conditional SER, P'(E), is obtained by substituting Eq. (55) in
Eq. (20). After some algebra, we have
Esl 1 Esl
Prs(E)=4erfc[_/-_olCCombCsc(l-_-_-)l+ _ erfc[i_olCCombCsc J (61)
where Esl/Nol _-- PDI T/Nol is the symbol SNR at the "master" antenna and C_omb was defined earlier
in Eq. (56). Again, as a check, we note that, when there are no timing errors, Eq. (61) reduces to the well
known BPSK error rate for an ideal array of n antennas, namely, Ps(E) = 1/2 erfc (v/_L=I(Es_/Noi)).
C. Example: Array of One 70-m and One 34-m Antenna
The degradation and loss for carrier aiding using residual carrier and suppressed-carrier modulation
are presented here for a two-element array of one 70-m antenna and one STD 34-m antenna. As in the
carrier-arraying with a single PLL case, the 70-m antenna is chosen as the reference antenna so 9'1 -- 1
and 3'2 = 0.17. Furthermore, the symbol rate is 200 sps, and the modulation index for the residual carrier
case is 70 deg.
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The analytical results for residual carrier modulation are obtained by using the PLL loop SNR in
Eqs. (57) and (60), whereas the results for the suppressed case use the same equations with the Costas
loop SNR instead. The analytical [Eq. (57)] and simulated degradation results for residual and suppressed-
carrier modulation are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. The individual degradations due to the
carrier (CA), subcarrier (SC), and symbol (SY) tracking error are shown by the broken lines. As before,
the individual degradations are obtained by using infinite loop SNR in Eq. (57) for all the loops except
the one whose degradation contribution is desired.
The SER performance for the residual case is depicted in Fig. 16 and in Fig. 17 for the suppressed case.
In both figures, the curves shown are for an array with an ideal gain of 0.68 dB; an array with nonideal
gain, Eq. (60); and the nonideal performance of a single 70-m antenna, Eq. (19). Simulated SER results
for the nonideal array are shown as circles. Note that the conditional SER in Eq. (60) for this example
is given as
RE(E)= 41 rfc LVN0,r,/E" LV
For the residual carrier case, degradation and loss at specific SER values are shown in Table 4.
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V. Carrier Arraying Using Multiple Carrier Loops
Carrier arraying using multiple carrier loops is shown in Fig. 4. As explained earlier, this scheme is
an improvement over carrier aiding because feedback from the aided loops enables the master loop to
operate at a higher loop SNR than in the absence of feedback. The disadvantage of this scheme is that,
for the array to get started, at least one of the antennas seems to require to lock on the carrier. For
residual carrier modulation, this technique has been partially analyzed [12,13] and also demonstrated [13].
In [12], analytical expressions for the phase error variance (due to thermal noise) of the master loop, as
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well as the aided (slave) loops, were presented. An extension of this theory that included the effects of
oscillator phase noise on loop jitter was given in [13]. Analytical expressions for degradation and loss for
the end-to-end system have yet to be presented. In our study, we obtained results for the degradation
and loss by simulating Fig. 6. We would like to note that we were not able to match certain intermediate
simulation results with the theory presented in [12]. Specifically, we found that the loop SNR of the
aided loop obtained via simulations differed substantially from the theory presented in [12]. The cause of
this discrepancy, we believe, is due to neglecting all the terms (including first-order terms) involving the
carrier loop bandwidth ratio, Bc_/Bc_, in evaluating the integral [12, Eq. (60)].
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Table 4. SNR loss versus SSNR degradation
(carrier aiding: array of one 34-m STD and one
70-m antenna).
SER E_l/Nol Loss, dB Degradation, dB
10 -1 -1.5 -1.4 -1.3
10 -2 3.7 -0.6 -0.5
10 -3 6.1 -0.4 -0.4
10 -4 7.7 -0.3 -0.3
The deviation between the existing theory for residual carrier modulation and our simulation results is
illustrated using an array of one 34-m high efficiency (HEF) antenna and one 34-m STD antenna operating
at S-band. Let the 34-m STD be the master antenna; then, from Table 1, _/1 -- 1 and % = 0.07/0.17 =
0.41. The ideal gain is 10log10 (31 + %) = 1.5 dB. For simulation purposes, we set (Pc/No)sTD = 10 dB-
Hz, (Pc/No)HER = 6.1 dB-Hz, and Bc,STD : 1 Hz. Hence, without arraying, the master-PLL loop SNR
is 10 dB. The master-PLL loop SNR in the arrayed system, denoted Pc,STD, should be higher than 10 dB,
due to error signal feedback from the aided loop. Note that the improvement in the master-PLL loop
SNR, which is maximum when the error signals add coherently, can be expected to be an upper bound
on the ideal arraying gain (1 + _2), or 1.5 dB. The loop SNR, Pc,STD, is shown in Fig. 18 as a function of
the ratio between the master loop bandwidth and the aided-loop bandwidth, Pc,HER. The bottom solid
line in Fig. 18 is the loop SNR of the master loop predicted by the analysis in [12]; applying our example
to the result in [12, Eq. (26)] yields
i
1 3PsTD6 (63)
PSTD = _ -- -- )_
where PSTD = (( PC/N°)STD)/Bc'STD = 10 dB is the nominal master loop SNR, and
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A = 4G(1 + 2G) + 4G(5 + G)(+ 4(7G- 1)_ 2 + 4(1+ 5G)_ 3 + 12( 4 (64)
_i =4G 2+4(3G-])_+sG_ 2+4(1+G)( 3+4_ 4 (65)
where _ = Bc,HEF/Bc,STD, and G = _/1 + % is the ideal gain. Note that the above expressions are for
a carrier loop with a second-order loop filter with the damping parameter r = 2. The maximum gain or
improvement predicted by Eq. (63) can be found by keeping Bc,STD fixed and letting Bc,HEF _ O. For
the example given, the upper limit of the master PLL loop SNR is the value PlBc. HEF=O, shown in Fig. 18.
Hence, the theory seems to predict that the maximum improvement is less than the ideal arraying gain.
Notice in Fig. 18 that as Bc,HEF _ O, the simulated loop SNR (shown as x) approaches the maximum
achievable loop SNR of (10 + 1.5) dB, denoted by A in the figure. Next we turn to the aided-PLL SNR,
PliER, which is also shown in Fig. 18 versus Bc,STD/Bc,HE F. The aided-loop SNR as predicted by [12,
Eq. (61)], namely,
1 { _ [G + 2 + "),2(4G + 1..1.0_)1 ,1 [ 2g'2(3G + 5)1} -1PHEF = _¢_2 = 3 G--PsTD G2_2 + 5J + ----pliER 1 - 3(--.G-_._._-_.._5)j (66)
I
is shown by the top solid line in Fig. 18. The quantity PHEF in Eq. (66) is the nominal carrier loop
SNR of the aided antenna and is equal to ((PC/No)HEF)/Bc,HEF. Keeping Bc,STD fixed, and letting
Bc,HEF --+ O, we find that PHEF _ 00, whereas the simulated results (shown as circles) approach the
master-loop SNR. The simulation results for the aided loop are consistent with the theory and results
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for the carrier-aiding scheme in Fig. 2. Recall that in Section III we concluded that the loop SNR of the
aided loop is upper bounded by that of the master loop. Interestingly, if we assume that there is perfect
feedback from the aided loop so that the master loop is operating with a 1.5-dB improvement, then using
Eq. (45), we can determine the upper bound on the second loop SNR, which is represented by (-.-) in
Fig. 18.
A. Example: Simulating an Array of One 70-m and One 34-m Antenna
As in the two previous schemes, we present the degradation and loss for a two-element array of one
70-m and one STD 34-m antenna. The results are obtained by simulations. For comparison purposes, we
use the same exact parameters used before. The symbol SNR degradation results are shown in Fig. 19,
and the SER performance is presented in Fig. 20. It is observed that the degradation and loss results are
better than the carrier aiding and worse than the carrier-array with a single PLL example.
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Fig. 19. Degradation (simulations).
Vl. Conclusion
Three similar techniques that use carrier information from multiple antennas to enhance carrier acqui-
sition and tracking were presented in conjunction with baseband combining. It was shown that the carrier
arraying using a single carrier loop technique can acquire and track the carrier, even when any single
antenna in the array cannot do so by itself. The carrier aiding and carrier arraying using multiple carrier
loops techniques, on the other hand, were shown to lock the carrier only when one of the array elements
has sufficient margin to acquire the carrier on its own. The tracking performance of these techniques was
shown to be almost equal for medium and high data rates. For low data rates, however, carrier arraying
using a single PLL has the best performance, followed by carrier arraying using multiple PLLs, and then
carrier aiding.
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The analytical expressions for degradation and loss of the carrier arraying using a single PLL and
the carrier aiding schemes were confirmed by simulations of the end-to-end system. The carrier arraying
using multiple carrier loops technique was evaluated by simulation alone.
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Appendix
Performance of Two Cascaded Phase-Locked Loops
The analysis of cascaded loops was considered in the past by several authors [14-16] for the purpose of
determining accurate two-way Doppler and phase measurements between an antenna and a spacecraft in
order to determine the relative position and velocity of the spacecraft. Here, in the carrier-aiding scheme,
we are interested in determining accurately the loop SNR of the aided loop and the joint pdf of the two
carrier phase error processes. Therefore, to accomplish that, we can apply the results of [14], keeping in
mind that, in our case, the two cascaded loops are both in the downlink.
The proposed solution in [15], which is based on Fokker-Planck techniques and verified by simulation,
takes on the following form:
where
p(xl, x2) = exp {a2 cos[(x2 - m2) - a(xl - ml)] + al cos(xl - ml)}
(2 71")2 /0(a2) /0(al)
(A-l)
within the region
1 /al (712= [o (1-
r/a2
a --
{T1
(A-2)
and
-n_<xi_<Tr fori=l,2
{ (_1,_2) then (ml,m2) = (_1,_2 -_- _1)(Xl,X2) = (¢1,¢2) then (ml,m2) = (0,0)
The al2, a_, p, m], and rrt2 are the parameters of the two-dimensional Gaussian density to which either
p(01, t_2) or p(¢1, q_2) converge at high SNR, which must be determined in terms of the cascaded loop sys-
tem parameters in order to characterize the joint density function as given in Eq. (A-l). The results that
are stated here are specialized to second-order loops with imperfect integrators and damping parameters
equal to 2.
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A High-Speed Photonic Clock and
Carrier Regenerator
X. S. Yao and G. Lutes
CommunicationsSystemsResearchSection
As data communications rates climb toward 10 Gbits/s, clock recovery and syn-
chronization become more difficult, if not impossible, using conventionM electronic
circuits. The high-speed photonic clock regenerator described in this article may
be more suitable for such use. This photonic regenerator is based on a previously
reported photonic oscillator capable of fast acquisition and synchronization. With
both electrical and optical clock inputs and outputs, the device is easily interfaced
with fiber-optic systems. The recovered electrical clock can be used locally and
the optical clock can be used anywhere within a severa/kilometer radius of the
clock carrier regenerator.
I. Introduction
In high-speed fiber-optic communications systems, the ability to recover the clock from the incoming
random data is essential. The recovered clock must be in precise synchronism with the incoming data
and is used in further signal processing systems, such as regenerative repeaters, time division switching
systems, and demultiplexers.
Conventional clock recovery devices are generally based on electronic phase-locked loops (PLLs) [1].
These devices may not be suited for the high-speed fiber-optic communications system because of their
relatively slow speed, slow acquisition time, narrow tracking range, inability to be tuned over a wide
range of frequencies, and non-optical inputs and outputs. Having optical inputs and outputs is important
because it makes interfacing with a fiber-optic system easier.
All optical clock recovery schemes proposed by many authors [2-6] are based on injection locking a
pulsed laser with the incoming data stream, wherein the pulsed laser has a nominal pulsation rate close
to the incoming data rate. In one scheme, the pulsed laser [2-4] is a mode-locked fiber ring laser, and
the input data modulates the laser cavity length or loss via the optical nonlinear effect. Because optical
nonlinearity is used, the intensity of the injection data has to be high and is, therefore, not practical in
many applications. In another scheme, the pulsed laser is a self-pulsating semiconductor laser [5,6] where
the self-pulsation is caused by self-Q-switching within the device. The pulsation rate can be controlled
by varying the current to the device. The problems associated with such a device are the relatively low
speed (a few GHz) and relatively high noise.
Although the concept of all optical systems is attractive, the majority of present and future systems
will be hybrid, meaning that the system can be controlled and accessed both optically and electronically.
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